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If  you  already  signed-up  for  this  upcoming  New  Earth
Crystalline Circuitry Class do not be concerned about receiving
this notice too!

Blissings of Oneness Love! 

Since early April this year when I first

started bringing through the "Creating

New  Earth  Crystalline  Circuitry"

Program of Light I knew it had a very

deep power inherent within it. I really

had no idea where it was going to lead

though. I  first thought it was  just a

stand-alone webinar  that resonated into  the  matrix  with  all the

others I was doing.

However, the Metatronic Councils kept revealing new aspects of it

to me after that initial webinar. They kept encouraging me to stay

with it and keep developing  it further. This  was not easy to do

given everything  else  I  was  facilitating  for  my Family of  Light

through the 9th Wave.

I listened to them, and did my best to stay with it though. As I

engaged it more and more deeply, my dedicated efforts to create

what was needed at this level to make it available to others led to

these energies and tools re-creating me!

Every  step  of  the  way  I  was  faced  with  major  personal  and

business transformations just trying to figure out how this could

be  offered  wherein  it  stayed  true  to  the  vibration  that the

Metatronic Councils had imbued it with.

In this  lengthy 4 month process I trashed many hours of hard

work over and over again. I would get so far, and then realize it

could not be done in the way I was attempting it. My awareness

was expanding so rapidly that it outstripped my ability to actually

create the program on a manifest level!

You see, this Program of Light is not just talking about New Earth

consciousness, it is a living example of it just through the way it is
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Oneness Webinars

Cosmic Meditations

 
One Planet One Heart 

 
 

Highly Recommended!!!

Regenesis H2O
au

w/ N-state Spirit Gold

Amazing stuff... heals,
activates, expands self and

psychic awareness...

.

 

being offered and conducted. I could speak to the details of this

for a long time, but this is the essence.

About mid-summer the Metatronic Councils of Light also started

sending  me  messages  that were  attempting  to  prepare  me  for

some sort of huge shift coming later in the year. I saw of course

that this shift was clearly in association with the end of the 9th

Wave and 11:11:11, but I was not aware of all that entailed at the

time.

There is  a lot that can be said  about this  shift which has now

happened. But right in the  heart of  it is  a powerful movement

towards  a  much  deeper  integration of  everything  that we  have

done previously on higher-dimensional levels. It all has to be fully

brought down now  into  the  manifest physical  plane  as  a  living

reality that we can sustain with stability NOW.

We have arrived at the time when the Metatronic Oneness-Love

rubber  must  meet  the  New  Earth  road!  THAT  is  what  the

Metatronic Councils of Light designed the New Earth Crystalline

Circuitry program to help us accomplish.

It supplies the missing component to what I have been doing with

the higher-dimensional transmissions in my webinars. Those induce

peak  experiences  and  expand  awareness.  We  generally  do  not

sustain  those  peak  experiences  permanently.  We   will  partially

retain and entrain to the energies and awareness they offer and

this  has  served  us  well  and  will  continue  to  be  a  part of  our

journey.

However, the Metatronic Councils of Light are saying to me now

that the  time is  upon us  to  make  what these  powerful higher-

dimensional transmissions have delivered to us a more permanent

and integral part of our human experience.

This means that we will have to make a very serious commitment

and dedication to  engage the essence of what they offered us.

The New Earth Crystalline Circuitry program has many new tools

to help us develop the necessary skills to be able to sustain these

more  rarified  and  expanded  states  of  awareness  and

consciousness.

Our success is rooted in learning how to shift what we feel in our

body and feelings/emotions at will. If we can do that, then nothing

can take us from the experience of our Oneness-Love, and we will

truly stand in our  core power  regardless of what is  happening

around us.

THAT  is  what this  New  Earth  Crystalline  Circuitry program is
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meant to  accomplish. THAT is  why I  am now  starting  to  offer

classes to facilitate others in achieving at least as much as I have

myself in this regard by using these tools.

I can honestly say that these tools have transformed me in ways I

did not know was even possible before it all began. You have to be

willing to dedicate yourself and make the commitment though. You

have to learn what these tools truly are and then use them.

They are not for the faint of heart by any means. This Program of

Light is  for  those courageous souls  who wish to  develop highly

refined states of New Earth consciousness. It is for those want to

learn to live amidst whatever is going on here on Earth and still be

able  to  feel the  Oneness-Love  that they are  in truth  vibrating

strongly within themselves.

When you are  in such  a  state  you are  then also  pouring  forth

Oneness-Love to others and into the world energy environment as

an unstoppable and unlimited power that transforms everything it

touches.

There is still space available in the FREE class being offered on

11/27. This is not just an introductory class either,  I have been

working on it all week. It offers some real serious benefits, and it

will  help  you develop  the  foundational skills  necessary to  make

effective use of the rest of the New Earth Crystalline Circuitry

Program of Light.

I am also doing everything I can to make it available to everyone. I

wish I could just offer it gratis to all. I do not need the money to

be motivated to  facilitate it. It is  some of the most rewarding

work I have ever done on every conceivable level.

However, I have to make ends meet like everyone else. That said,

I have still offered payment plans without any additional charges.

I have also  given a couple of honorary packages to  people who

resonated very strongly, and who felt very motivated and guided

to  engage  the  program,  but  who  simply  could  not  even  make

payments under their specific circumstances.

I share this only so that you are aware that this Program of Light

is  truly  operating  outside  the  Old  Earth  box  in  every  way

imaginable. This is also why I am offering anyone who engages this

program  the  privilege  of  facilitating  this  work  themselves  by

integrating  it  into  their  own  work  for  the  benefit of  others

without any additional costs at all!  Like where ya gonna see that

offered  elsewhere on something  that took nearly 500 hours to

produce?
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This is a world class Program of Light. I agree that it is not for

everybody though. It is only for those who really want to make a

deep  dedication  and  commitment  over  time  to  develop  highly

refined states  of universal awareness  and consciousness  with  a

core group of people that have a similar dedication and to  thus

become a living example of what a New Earth human being really is.

If you resonate, I hope you will join the core group of people that

is now forming for this work and join us for the class on 11/27,

more info appears below on that.

This is also the final reminder for this class!

Listen, do you hear the conch shell being blown....?

Profound Oneness-Love,
Simeon Chi'Ra
 

¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä  
 

Free Class: New Earth Crystalline Circuitry
Module 4: Heart Breathing and Core Energy Resonance

w/ Simeon Chi'Ra

 
Sunday, November 27th, 2011

11am Mountain Time (6pm UTC/GMT)
USA: 8am Hawaiian | 10am Pacific | 12pm Central | 1pm Eastern

60-120 minutes. - depends on level of interactivity

 
If you purchased an NECC package previously,

you were already sent an invitation to attend this class! 

 

,  earlier  this  year  the  Metatronic

Councils of Light provided us with the

Program  of  Light  I  am  offering

entitled  "Creating  New  Earth
Crystalline Circuitry."

This began as a powerful webinar back in April 2011. It has since

expanded greatly into what it is now.

This Program of Light currently has 3 videos, 7 eBooks and 18
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hi-res images as well as the assorted additional PDF's that act as
overview  guides  to  the program so  you can find  what you want

more easily.

At this Program of Light's core are the nine New Earth Temples
of Pure Consciousness. These together form a nine-fold hologram

which "docks" together with the New Earth Hologram on the rim

of the 44:44 Ascension Star Grail/Gate.

The "Creating New Earth Crystalline Circuitry" Program of Light

is designed to  help us re-program the patterns of energy being

held within our epigenetic and neural circuitry so that they are in

resonance  with  the  nine  New  Earth  Temples  of  Pure

Consciousness.

This in turn will help bring us into the living experience of the
New Earth  reality of Oneness-Love  even as  the  rest of  the
world struggles to complete its journey. We can thus become living

examples of New Earth humans operating in Oneness-Love which

then helps others on our planet in many, many ways to do the same.

This Program of Light offers numerous tools and pathways for
accomplishing  this.  Quite  a  variety  of  tools/pathways  were

provided by the Metatronic Councils of Light to ensure that there

would  be  tools/pathways  that  would  resonate  for  just  about

everyone who would be drawn to such work.

It does not mean we have to use all the tools/pathways all the
time! We can choose what feels right in the moment, and using the

Core Energy Resonance techniques being taught in this upcoming

class is a key to doing this and a whole lot more that facilitates our

ascension into Oneness-Love!

I am excited to announce that I am now beginning the series
of  classes  with  this  Program  of  Light  which  I  recently

mentioned   would  be  coming.  These  classes  are  limited  to  25

people and are thus  different than my webinars. They are also

interactive, so you will get the personal assistance you need.

I recently offered a FREE class to people who had purchased a
New Earth Crystalline Circuitry package by a certain date. I am
now  re-introducing  this  offer  again  so  that  you  can  take
advantage of this upcoming FREE class.

If you purchase a New Earth  Crystalline Circuitry  Package
prior  to  7:00pm  UTC/GMT on November  26th  you will  be
included in this FREE class on November 27th.
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Additionally, because this is a more expensive item, I have now
setup the ability to offer you an installment payment plan. You
can thus use a credit card to make automated payments that you

can afford.

You will be able to make these payments without incurring any
credit card interest, and I will not charge you anything more for

this  option!  FREE credit  from  the  First  Universal  Bank  of
Oneness-Love!

If  you would  like  to  take  advantage  of  this  payment plan
offer, you can simply hit "Reply" and let me know what type
of payment plan works for you and we'll work together to get
it done so you can benefit from this Program of Light now!

Space is limited in the live class, so if seating reaches capacity you

will still receive access to the video recording. If you do not get
into the live class because it fills, or you because cannot attend on

that time/day, you will then also get FREE access to another live

class in the future!

Get the FREE Class!!!
Purchase a New Earth Crystalline Circuitry Pkg!

 

¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä

Core Stuff at CCO!

Creating  New  Earth  Crystalline
Circuitry - A Metatronic Program of
Light working with the core matrix of
the nine New Earth Temples of Pure
Consciousness.

Watch the F.R.E.E. video trailer! (7) eBooks + (3) videos +
(18) hi-res energy-art slides in the new full package!

This program was introduced by the Metatronic Councils of Light

in March,  2011. It is  a means for us to  gracefully and easefully

accelerate the ascension of our consciousness into the New Earth.
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You can additionally incorporate this program into your own work

as a facilitator at no additional cost. More info on the facilitator

guidelines is also available at the links above.

7D  Science  of  the  Soul  oneness
transmission is a full media package with
a two  part video,  two  part MP3,  two
eBooks (both available separately),  and
27 hi-res energy art images.

This  transmission  represents  16  years

worth  of  attained  higher  awareness  and  multi-dimensional

downloads. It includes information on souls  birthing  from stars,

soul merkabahs, groups, families, siblings and twin rays as well as

walk-ins.  It  also  has  a  very  powerful  initiation  in  the  Ma'EL

re-birthing  chamber within the 7D Temple of La'kina with High

Priestess and Illuminari, Shi'Ra EL'Fa'Na.

The Archangel Arhaiel
Golden Orb Transmission Matrix: 
  a new group energy transmission matrix

for facilitating Divine Solar Chi infusion

within  our  Golden  Orbs  and  our

collective  consciousness  to  become

Self-empowered  and  to  empower  our

planet for ascension.

REVISED GODS Chi Activation Video
and  DVD:  hugely  improved  from  the

standard webinar  video  recording. Two

parts  now,  can  access  just  meditation

easily. Music  behind  meditation. MUCH

better quality soundtrack, editing, more...

Can be  purchased  as  download  only  or

also with DVD!

Infinity  Ascension  Sessions:  free-flowing,  powerful  multi-

dimensional  channeled  guidance,  counsel  and  transformational

assistance for your accelerated ascension process going into 2012

and  beyond...  Shi'Ra EL'Fa'Na  is  usually  present for  most of
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these sessions!   

 

 

¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä¡Ä

 

Helpful Info and Tips

1) If you UNsubscribe from THIS newsletter you will remove
yourself from ALL my newsletter email lists.

2)  ALTERNATIVE  #1:   click  the  "Update  Profile/Email
Address"  link  at  the  very  bottom,  follow  instructions,  and

CHOOSE the newsletter lists you want.

3)  ALTERNATIVE #2:  hit  "Reply"  right now  and  ask  me  to

change your list options for you!

Cosmic Nexus | 1720 Kirkwood Drive | Fort Collins | CO | 80525
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